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WHAT'S NEW AT KNIGHT
Welcome to @knightfdn, your quick look at how Knight Foundation fosters informed
and engaged communities.
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Coming soon: A $750K call for ideas
exploring how arts institutions can present
immersive experiences to engage
audiences.

A new report shows that young adults are
concerned about the impact of the news
on democracy and unity in the United
States. 

How can we create public spaces that
foster community? An Akron official calls
on other civic leaders to invest in the
public realm. 

We're looking to support research that
addresses ongoing debates about rules
that should govern technology companies.
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Coming soon: A call for ideas on immersive tech in the arts
Knight Foundation [web@knightfoundation.org]
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Along with Knight, philanthropic orgs
across the country are making
commitments to shift assets to more
diverse asset managers. 

Knight CEO Alberto Ibargüen joins a
bilingual Spanish-English podcast to
discuss the importance of an informed
and engaged citizenry.

View more at KF.org and on Twitter @knightfdn.
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